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Abstract

This tutorial begins by describing the use of three types of software metrics: In-process, customer experience, and customer sentiment. Each metric type characterizes an important part of the software lifecycle, and the sequence circumscribes much of what concerns us in software engineering and reliability. For example, an important use of in-process metrics is to construct and use mathematical models that predict software reliability and other key quality attributes. The tutorial session will describe the process of collecting, scrubbing, and transforming in-process data to build models and simulations that predict customer experience and sentiment.

Models are needed to enable software practitioners to identify deficient (and superior) development and test practices. Even in environments having standard practices and metrics, software teams often vary substantially in practice adoption and effectiveness. Therefore, one challenge is to develop and implement generalized models that adequately characterize the health of individual practices (such as code review, unit test, function testing), to enable process and quality assurance groups in assisting engineering teams in repairing broken practices or replacing them with more effective and efficient ones.

In this tutorial session, we will describe our experience with model building and implementation, and attempt to describe the domains within which certain types of models perform well. We will also address how to balance model generalizability and specificity in order to integrate the findings into the everyday engineering workflow.

Also, we will describe how to in practice use the models and other analyses we create – how to implement the changes and then track progress over time and over subsequent software releases and new products. Developing analyses and models is only the first step in an often arduous journey to full acceptance and use.
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